Agenda and findings for the fourth Whole School Council Meeting
25th January 2017
Welcome and introductions
Discussion for today

In two weeks’ time we’re going to be having
a special Maths event, which will be a week
filled with hands-on practical maths
activities!
In today’s meeting I’d like you to think about
the types of activities you’d really like to
have a go at doing but remember they must
include an element of maths!
Examples could be:
 Cooking – making your favourite
cakes with lots of weighing and
measuring
 Inventing a game with a maths
flavour
 Designing a maths trail around the
school
 Using Maths shapes to make a bridge
or tower
Your group’s job is to come up with as many
ideas as you can. Good luck!!!

Combined notes from meeting
Many great ideas which I’ve grouped together for ease of
reading.
Cooking
 Cookie numbers
 Dividing cakes between the group
 Making boiled sweets
 Making pizzas which are then divided
 Making biscuits in maths shapes
 Icing biscuits with sums
DT / Art
 Using rolled up newspaper to make 3d structures –
which group can make the tallest tower etc
 Making board games with a maths theme
 Designing maths posters to go around the school with
maths facts on them
Geography
 Making maths trails around the school – create maps
and clues and questions which lead to some treasure
PE / Games
 Time people to get around a circuit
 Scoring the highest number of goals in a minute
 Target practice with points for the different areas the
bean bag / ball lands in
 Running around the field and timing everyone –
averages, fastest, slowest, range etc
 Speed stacking competition for the whole school
including teachers
Measuring
 Design a course for people to run around that is exactly
half a mile long
 Measure the hall, playground, classroom etc
 Lots of cooking links
Quizzes
 Start each day with a maths quiz
 Have a mixed age maths quiz
 Invite the parents in to take part in a maths quiz
 Invite the parents in to play “Am I smarter than a 7 year
old?”
 Write maths quizzes for the younger children

Issue for next Council:
Planning a special Roald Dahl World Book Day for
the whole school
Conclusion and thanks

